How to innovate with voice
and other new interfaces
–
A step-by-step guide to innovating with new
interfaces based on an approach developed
working with clients like Google and
Microsoft.

We’re in the early stages of a paradigm
shift in the way people interact with digital
technologies. The widespread adoption of
a range of new interfaces like voice, gesture
and mixed reality is about to
fundamentally change the way we interact
with digital technologies over the next five
years.
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So how do you innovate
with new interfaces?
Which approaches are right? Which
technologies should be used in which
situations? And what’s the best overall
approach to innovating with new
interfaces like voice and gesture?

Our systematic approach

1. Put people first

We’ve developed a systematic approach to

2. Use an end-to-end process

innovating with new gestural, voice and

3. Think holistically

image recognition interfaces as part of our
work with clients like Google and Microsoft
on projects like Google Soli and X-Box TV.
The approach is based on five key principles.

4. Innovate early
5. Have a plan to scale

1. Put people first
With any new interface there’s always a temptation to start with the
technology. However, we’ve found that any meaningful innovation has to
start with people. And while it can be very difficult to get people to
envision new applications of technology, you can and should use insight
to inform your innovation process. There are two main ways you can do
this:
Use the right customer insight
It’s often difficult to get people to define what they want from new
products or services. It’s much better to try and understand pain points,
challenges and opportunities which you can then use to inform your
work.
Test concepts with customers
While people aren’t good at defining new products and services, they
can give valuable feedback on concepts you develop. Create concepts
based on your research test them with customers, iterating and retesting
where necessary.

2. Use an end-to-end process
It’s important to take an end-to-end approach to new
interfaces. Looking at customer behaviour and need first.
So we start with existing personas and try to identify any
significant differences in use or adoption patterns of new
interfaces, e.g, teenagers using voice search.
We then map these across journeys and touchpoints,
looking for new use cases.
From which we make, test and iterate concepts and
prototypes.
Looking at the end-to-end journeys helps identify the most
meaningful and valuable opportunities for innovation across
the range of interactions and touchpoints.

2. Our end-to-end process
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We’ve developed an end-to-end approach to innovating with new gestural,
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3. Think holistically
Even if you’re particularly interested in one interface technology don’t fall
into the trap of thinking about new interfaces in silos, working on a chat
project with one team, voice with another and AR with another that share no
common view.
These technologies are converging quickly, people don’t want interfaces to
exist in silos, the want a seamless mix of voice, AR, screen and gesture to
work at appropriate parts of their journey.
As a consequence user journeys will become much more complex, covering
more touchpoints more frequently. So even if you’re only really interested in
voice it’s still important to see how it works in conjunction with other
interfaces like chat and AR as a journey that starts with voice may well jump
to chat and end with AR.
A touchpoint map can help you define the interactions and use cases at the
beginning of the process.

3. Think holistically - the touchpoint map

The best way to create this more holistic view is to create a
comprehensive touchpoint map which maps out the
journey across new technologies.

4. Innovate early
One of the biggest lessons from all our work over the years is the importance
of innovating at the earliest point possible. It’s easy to assume there’s some
sweet spot just before a technology goes from early adopters to mass
mainstream adoption where you should get involved, assuming that this is the
most effective way to minimise investment and maximise impact.
However, in our experience it’s very difficult to anticipate this point. If you
keep the costs of experimentation down, the risks of being early are low
compared to the risks of being late to a market. The risks of being late can
include the significant extra cost of late market entry or indeed missing a key
market altogether.
And then there’s the embedded knowledge you have from working with a
technology. It can take months or even years to get up to speed with the way
people really use and interact with new technologies. These adoption s-curves
are speeding up. Technologies used to take years and even decades to reach
the mass mainstream. Now they’re getting there in months.
Ultimately, the earlier you start the readier you’ll be for the point when the
technology takes off.

5. Have a plan to scale
Finally, and perhaps most importantly, it’s vital that resource
and budget is allocated at the beginning of the project.

In our experience lots of innovation work fails to launch
because it always comes second to the demands of business as
usual. If there’s no guaranteed place in the backlog for the
output of innovation work streams then it will never launch.

You need to ring fence resource at the beginning of the project.

Benefits of our systematic approach
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